Operational rules of the ski courses
1. Purchase of a course
The purchase of any program is done in collaboration with the person in charge of Explosivo. The selection criteria
are listed in the relevant form "Ski School | Information - prices ". Payment for the purchase of a program is made by
choosing one of the available ways that you will find in the application form. The service receipt is issued upon
payment of the program.
2. Confirmation of participation - cancellation - transfer of course
All programs have the meaning of continuity of ascents - courses and have a confirmed execution date. eg: for the
student who is enrolled in the program of 6 courses on Sunday, the program will start with the beginning of the
courses (usually the first weekend after the holidays) and will end after six consecutive Sundays. There is an option
for the last lesson to take place on the Sunday when the closing ceremony will take place on the mountain. The
updates from the office will be done every Thursday by SMS and email and will only concern the destination. The
participation of the children is considered a given for every Saturday or Sunday (depending on your initial choice).
Participation be canceled only after your statement. Cancellation is accepted for Saturday classes until Thursday night
(21:00) and for Sunday classes until Friday night (21:00) on the phones and contact mails of the office
(2310488600-1-2, info@explosivo.gr). In case you do not inform us of the cancelation, organizational costs of 25 €
are charged. A student can only transfer two (2) lessons for any reason. The basic condition for the transfer of a
course is the cancelation within the limits mentioned above and the availability in the departments. In case of nonwarning or late warning the amount of 25 € is charged.
3. Forced ascent transfer
In case of force majeure or sudden illness the lesson is transferred. The student should inform the office and after
consultation the transfer of the lesson will be determined. Even in forced course transfer, rule 2 is in effect and only
two (2) course transfers can be applied.
4. Cancellation of the course
In case of cancellation of the course by the academy the students are notified:
a) for organizational problems, up to 12 hours before departure
b) for reasons of forced majeure (strikes, closed roads, etc.) until before departure.
c) in case we arrive at the ski resort and it does not work at all (eg due to power outage), the charge of 25€ for the
basic organizational costs applies and the course is transferred to the next date.
The relevant course is transferred after the completion of the confirmed program of each student
5. Inability to complete the program
In case of inability to complete the program:
a) Through the fault of the student and only for reasons of force majeure, such as long-term illness, moving to
another city, etc. The remaining amount corresponding to the unfulfilled program is returned, but calculating the
price of the completed program at the price of the package with the fewest courses. In case of less than four (4)
courses, the recalculation will be based on the cost of the test course.
b) Through the fault of the Academy: The remaining amount corresponding to the backlog is returned, calculating the
daily charge in the respective confirmed schedule e.g. for skiing: 460/6 lessons = 76 euros per lesson.
c) Due to weather conditions: The package of courses that was implemented is charged (3 ascents = 220 €, 4
ascents = 290 €, 5 ascents = 320 €) + the season equipment charge (80 €) and the remaining amount is refunded or
used next season.
6. Transportation of students to / from the ski resorts
Students are transported to and from the ski resorts by chartered buses from Explosivo, which meet all safety rules.
In case one or more students wish to be transported by private means, this can be done after timely information,
until Thursday night (21:00) for Saturday courses or Friday night (21:00) for Sunday courses.
7. Course execution
The lessons are taught by ski instructors, according to the European standards of operation of the respective schoolsacademies of the alpine countries, with a maximum teacher-to-student ratio of 1/7 (one teacher per seven students).
The duration of the course is 4-5 hours, with a 45-minute pause-rest-breakfast, according to the judgment of the
responsible teacher. The presence-escort of the teachers begins in the morning with the delivery of the student to the
academy and ends at the moment of his return and delivery to his family. Students must obey the instructions of
their teachers, which are part of the pedagogical process. In particular, the groups for beginners children up to 6
years old are performed with a maximum ratio of 1 teacher and one assistant for every 6 students and lasts 3.5 - 4
hours. The accompanying parent is necessary for this program.
8. Necessary student equipment
1) Ski / snowboard, 2) ski / snowboard boots, 3) ski poles (at the discretion of the teacher), 4) helmet, 5) 2 pairs of
waterproof gloves, 6) ski mask, 7) waterproof jacket and waterproof pants (overalls), 8) isothermal blouse & pants
(not cotton), 9) ski / snowboard socks, 10) windstoper or fleece cardigan or blouse, 11) full-face slim, special for
helmets, 12) Backpack (small) with content : a) water, b) nuts, c) underwear, d) another pair of socks, e) sunscreen,
lipsticks & tissues.
9. Insurance
Skiing is a sport that takes place in nature, often under difficult weather conditions, something that all parents should
know and accept. Despite the observance of strict safety rules and the best possible planning, activities in nature
contain the objective risk of accident and participation in them presupposes the awareness and acceptance of this
risk. Every child taking part in learning programs must be insured in the event of an accident. Students who are not
insured can inform us and insure them with a personal accident group contract. Our company is insured for civil
liability in National Insurance with contract number 94324/1.

